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Abstract—The broad acceptance of smartphones results in
increasing capacity demands for mobile radio networks. Decode-
and-Forward (DF)-Relay Stations (RSs) are promising to improve
Cell Spectral Efficiency (CSE) and to better meet the capacity
demands. In our work we investigate the potential of DF-RSs
combined with a pico Base Station (BS) co-located to the BS. Our
system model comprises three parts, an IMT-A compliant channel
model, a Physical Layer (PHY) model based on the Shannon
bound and a Medium Access Control (MAC) layer model. We
apply simulated-annealing to find nearly optimal positions for
DF-RSs as well as nearly optimal heights for DF-RSs and pico
BSs in a cellular network. The results show that nearly optimally
placed DF-RSs almost double CSE and that an additional pico
BS further increases CSE by about 10 % thereby doubling CSE
compared to conventional cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

To serve increasing capacity demands in mobile cellular
networks resulting from the widespread use of smartphones,
new radio technologies have been introduced in 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP)-Long-Term Evolution - Advanced
(LTE-Advanced) standard [1], such as Multiple Input Multi-
ple Output (MIMO) transmission, Cooperative Multiple-Point
(CoMP) transmission and RSs. In this paper, we focus on DF-
RSs (for short: RS) placed within the cell1 of a BS to in-
crease Cell Spectral Efficiency (CSE) by improving Signal-to-
Interference+Noise-Ratio (SINR) in areas otherwise suffering
from co-channel interference, e.g. at cell edge. Besides RSs,
we propose to deploy a pico BS co-located to the BS to serve
nearby Mobile Stations (MSs) that are outside the main lobe
of the BS sector antenna to increase CSE.

With DF-RSs, in Down-Link (DL) in a first step the BS
transmits data on the backhaul link to the RS in its cell. In a
second step the RS forwards this data on the access link to an
MS associated to it, see Figure 3. In Up-Link (UL) the reverse
order applies. The BS also serves MSs associated directly to
it during times it is serving the RSs. During times the RSs
are transmitting to and receiving from its associated MSs the
pico BS serves MSs nearby the BS site using the same radio
resources.

Our goal is to serve the MSs a 100 % fair. Therefore,
we apply Rate Fair (RF) scheduling. Since an ubiquitous
mobile service requires the same quality of service, inde-
pendent of the location of an MS in a cell, we see RF

1As used with International Mobile Telecommunications - Advanced (IMT-
A) evaluation, sectors are called cells.

scheduling to be the ultimate goal for a network operator.
It is known that operators tend to only approach this goal,
e.g., by employing Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling or even
weighted PF scheduling only, whereby fairness is sacrificed
in favor of higher cell capacity. In the following we introduce
a method for calculating the CSE with and without pico
BS under nearly CSE-optimal placement of RSs. Section II
addresses related work, in Section III we present our concept
in detail. Section IV introduces the capacity model for nearly
optimal RS placement and calculation of CSE. The scenario
setup is described in Section V and the results are discussed
in Section VI. We conclude our work with a summary in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The proposal to apply RSs in cellular radio networks dates
back to 1985 [2]. Twenty years later, this topic has drawn
attention anew, and a numerous number of works have been
published so far. In [3] a comprehensive overview about
application scenarios of RSs in cellular networks is given.
Possible performance gains are studied in many works, e.g.
in [4]–[7], but proper or even nearly optimal placement of
RSs is not focused therein.

Other works, such as [8]–[11], claim to consider optimal
placement of RSs within a cell. But, they only focus complex-
ity investigation of heuristics for choosing suited RSs positions
out of a set of pre-defined candidate positions. Thereby, they
are lacking important conditions of a realistic system model,
such as co-channel interference or distance-dependent path
loss.

Numerous publications exist dealing with simultaneous
operation of different types of stations in cellular networks
including high-power BSs, pico BSs and femto BSs as well
as RSs. A comprehensive overview on so called heterogeneous
networks is given in [12].

The joint deployment of common high-power BSs and
pico BSs is investigated, e.g. in [13], [14]. However, optimal
placement of pico BSs is not considered and interference is
neglected in [13]. In [14] no interference management is con-
sidered, leading to the conclusion that pico BSs benefit most at
cell edges, where co-channel interference from simultaneously
operating high-power BSs is minimal.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first published
work on jointly:
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• modeling interference with realistic channel models ac-
cording to the broadly accepted IMT-A evaluation guide-
lines [15]

• determining the nearly optimal placement of RSs within
the cell

• determining the heights of the antennas of both, RSs and
pico BSs that are co-located to high-power BSs

• minimizing co-channel interference
The work presented in the following is an extension to our

previous work [16]. Therein, we have shown that three nearly
optimally placed low power RSs per cell provide a reasonable
trade-off between CSE increase and RS costs using the same
model as described in Section IV.

III. CONCEPT

Future mobile radio networks are expected to operate under
full frequency reuse (reuse-1) throughout the whole coverage
area to maximize bandwidth efficiency, as radio resources are
scarce, and thus to meet increasing capacity demands. How-
ever, full frequency reuse implies new challenges requiring
more complex interference management compared to legacy
mobile radio networks as interference even more becomes the
limiting factor for system capacity. Interference coordination
is a major issue mainly at cell edges where the levels of the
wanted signal and the interfering signals are of similar strength
and SINR is low, therefore.

One possible way to improve this situation is to employ
RSs at low antenna heights at cell edges to cover low SINR
areas. As path loss between two stations heavily depends on
their antenna heights, by choosing low heights for RS antennas
their mutual interference is kept reasonable small whilst cell
edge coverage can be accomplished. Figure 1 illustrates cell
edge areas covered by RSs. If RSs are properly placed CSE
is increased although RSs are served by the BS inband. To
serve the cell edge as shown in Figure 1, several RSs per cell
are needed. If their locations and antenna heights are properly
chosen, they may operate simultaneously within the same cell.
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Fig. 2. Frame partitioning and related phases of cells enhanced with RSs
and a pico BS

Figure 2 illustrates radio resource assignment by means of
the frame structure for DL transmission, exemplarily for a
cell with two RSs. During the first phase (t1 − t0) the BS
serves MSs and RSs associated to it. In the second phase (t2−
t1) all RSs retransmit to MSs associated to it, while the BS
is not transmitting. The same applies for UL transmission,
analogously.

Several two-phase transmission schemes have been pro-
posed for cooperative relaying [3], [17]: A) In the first phase
the BS transmits to both, the RS and the MS to be served,
and in the second phase the RS transmits to the MS, where
the MS would benefit in the first phase only, if its SINR is
sufficiently high. B) In the first phase the BS transmits only
to the RS and in the second phase BS and RS transmit to
the MS, simultaneously. A combination of both schemes is
possible, too. As a result of comparing these alternatives we
assume not to apply cooperative relaying in our work at all
for the following reasons: If all RSs operate simultaneously
occupying the same resources variant B) works only for one
RS per BS. Otherwise, the BS would interfere transmissions
of other RSs to associated MSs within the same cell. Although
variant A) may benefit a little, this would limit the choices of
Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs) used on backhaul
and access link to enable decoding by the MS and is omitted,
therefore.

Besides the areas served by RSs, Figure 1 also shows
areas served directly by the BS. These areas may be served
simultaneously in different cells as the patterns of the BS
sector antennas separate the transmitted signals sufficiently
well for reliable coverage. However, this sector pattern reduces
SINR for MSs close to the BS site. SINR degradation can be
avoided by allocating orthogonal resources to MSs of different
cells close to the BS at times the RSs are not serving their
MSs. Serving MSs close to the BS by orthogonal resources
means that no sectorization is applied to them reducing CSE.

We propose to serve MSs that are close to the BS concur-
rently to RSs serving their MSs through a pico BS co-located
to the BS (see Figures 1 and 2) with same antenna height
and transmit power as applied at RSs. Thus, the interference
of the pico BS to MSs served by RSs and vice versa can be



limited and radio resources assigned to RSs are reused to serve
MSs close to the BS. As a pico BS is small sized, operated at
low transmit power, we feel it to be a cost-effective solution
to increase CSE of relay enhanced cells. The difference to a
BS serving MSs with low transmit power is that the antenna
height of the pico BS and thus the interference generated is
much lower.

IV. CAPACITY MODEL

A. System Model

Our system model comprises three parts, an IMT-A compli-
ant channel model [15], a PHY model based on the Shannon
bound and a MAC layer model.

1) Channel Model: To asses the compliance of IMT-A can-
didate systems to requirements specified by the International
Telecommunication Union - Radio Group (ITU-R), evaluation
guidelines [15] have been established. Therefrom, we use the
Urban Macro-cell (UMa) channel model as basis in our work
and extend the model where necessary. The model considers
path loss, transmit/receive antenna gain and shadowing. In our
work, fast-fading is not modeled.

a) Path Loss: Radio links are categorized according
to their propagation characteristics: For Line-of-Sight (LoS)
links the direct path dominates the indirect paths resulting
from reflections, scattering and diffraction. Thus, the self
interference of the signal is limited resulting in only moderate
path loss over distance. In contrast, for Non-Line-of-Sight
(NLoS) links there is no dominating direct path and the self
interference results in heavy path loss over distance.

Both types of links occur in the UMa channel model
with a certain distant-dependent distribution. For the RS↔MS
and the pico BS↔MS link the distant-dependent distribution
specified in [15] for the Urban Micro-cell (UMi) scenario is
chosen since the BS antenna height in the UMi scenario (10 m)
is similar to the height we expect for the RS and the pico
BS (5 m-6 m). In the UMa scenario, there is a probability, in
addition, for MSs to be located in vehicles, then suffering from
additional path loss.

b) Antenna Gain: MSs in the UMa scenario have omni-
directional antennas. To support MIMO transmission, four
receive antennas are co-located at the MSs. The UMa scenario
specifies sector antennas at BSs with a 3 dB beam width of
70 ◦ in azimuth and 15 ◦ in elevation. The boresight antenna
gain is 17 dBi. The antenna down tilt is 12 ◦. Two transmit
antennas are colocated for MIMO transmission. As RSs and
pico BSs are not considered in the UMa scenario, we assume
antenna characteristics for RSs, pico BSs and MSs to be the
same.

c) Shadowing: All links are assumed to suffer from spa-
tially correlated shadowing due to obstacles according to a log-
normal distribution. A time invariant instance is determined
once for each pair of stations per scenario instance studied.

2) Physical Layer Model: The PHY model serves to decide
under which conditions transmitted data are decoded error-
free at a given data rate. First, the SINR for each receiving
station of a scenario instance is calculated. Then, the MIMO

gain assuming Rayleigh flat fading with uncorrelated receive
antennas is determined and the according SINReff calculated.
Finally, the SINReff is mapped to the respective data rate, see
below. The data rate is then fed as input to the MAC layer
model described in the following subsection. This model and
capacity calculation method, so far has been applied to study
relay enhanced cells without a pico BS [16].

Let {St : t ∈ T} be the set of stations transmitting at a
certain time instance and Pt the transmit power of St. If station
Sj , j /∈ T receives a transmission from station St, t ∈ T , the
SINR at Sj is (in linear domain):

SINR(St, Sj , T ) =
Pt · Att(St, Sj)

Noise+
∑

m∈T,m 6=t Pm · Att(Sm, Sj)
(1)

The MIMO gain depends on the number of transmit ntx and
receive antennas nrx. In this work, ideal single-user MIMO
is assumed. Thus, the SINR of each station is mapped to an
SINReff according to [18]:

SINReff(St, Sj , T ) = SINR(St, Sj , T ) +

10 log10(
nrx − ntx + 1

ntx
) (2)

SINReff is then mapped to a data rate using the Shannon
theorem [19] taking the number of simultaneous spatial MIMO
streams into account. We use this mapping as an approxima-
tion to identify the Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs)
applicable on systems like LTE-Advanced and WiMAX. In
cellular networks, SINR > 20 dB can not be exploited by
switching to a higher MCS. Hence, we clip SINReff at 20 dB.
Then, the data rate R in a channel with bandwidth B is:

R(St, Sj , T ) = ntx ·B · ld(1+min(SINReff(St, Sj , T ), 100))
(3)

Clearly, we assume the highest possible MIMO gain applica-
ble.

3) Medium Access Control Model: The MAC model coor-
dinates transmissions of BSs, pico BSs, RSs and MSs. In our
work, we focus on the DL only, since this is the bottleneck for
system capacity in packet based mobile networks with asym-
metric traffic load resulting from smartphone use. As proposed
for standards 3GPP LTE-Advanced [1] and IEEE 802.16m
[20], we assume full frequency reuse (reuse-1) across cells.
Our results apply to both, Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
and Time Division Duplex (TDD) based systems and both
system types, 3GPP LTE-Advanced and WiMAX.

We assume the DL of all BSs, pico BSs and RSs to be
fully loaded as we want to determine the maximum capacity.
Furthermore, we assume that there is no coordination of radio
resources across neighboring cells and BS sites. Hence, there
are only two DL transmission phases per frame, namely: 1)
all BSs transmit, 2) all RSs and, where applicable, pico BSs
transmit. All interference generated in the multi-cell system
by all stations transmitting is taken into account.

B. Capacity Calculation
To calculate the capacity and therefrom the CSE we lay a

regular grid over the cell and place MSs at each intersection of
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lines x, see Figure 3. Then, we determine the capacity CMS,x

of any MS. The number of MSs N equals the number of
intersections x within the area of the cell. We consider rate
fair scheduling. The inverse of CMS,x is proportional to the
time needed to transmit a single bit to the MS at position x.
This in turn is proportional to the amount of radio resources
required for RF scheduling. If we average over the inverse
of CMS,x we get the mean cell capacity. Hence, the capacity
CRF is:

CRF =

(∑N
i=1

1
CMS,i

N

)−1

(4)

MSs are assumed fixed per instance of the IMT-A channel
model. Either the MS is associated to a BS where it is served
during the first transmission phase, see Figure 2, and the
capacity CMS,x of the actual link equals CBS→MS,x or the
MS is associated to an RS or, where applicable, to a pico BS.
It is to consider that during the transmission from the serving
RS or pico BS to the MS the other RSs and pico BS within the
cell are also transmitting. Hence, more than one transmission
may occur at a time within a cell. To address this issue we
weight the capacity CRS,y→MS,x and CPicoBS→MS,x with the
number of RSs and pico BSs in a cell.

Consider the simplified example shown in Figure 3: Two
MSs are associated to two different RSs that in turn are
served by the same BS. Hence, the transmissions BS → RS1
and BS → RS2 take place one after the other. But the
transmissions RS1 → MS1 and RS2 → MS2 occur simul-
taneously. The capacity CRF is calculated, due to symmetry
of the scenario, assuming that for each MS another symmetric
MS exists as shown in Figure 3 for small grid spacing and
sufficient high number of MSs per cell. Furthermore, we
assume that the statistics of the channel model average out.
Then, CBS→RS,1 equals CBS→RS,2 and CRS,1→MS,1 equals

CRS,2→MS,2 and the capacity CRF is

CRF =
2

2
CBS→RS,y

+ 1
CRS,y→MS,x

= 2 · ( 1
1

CBS→RS,1
+ 1

2CRS,1→MS,1

+

+
1

1
CBS→RS,2

+ 1
2CRS,2→MS,2

) (5)

Generally, for an arbitrary number N of RSs per cell

CMS,x =
1

1
CBS→RS,y

+ 1
N ·CRS,y→MS,x

(6)

In case the pico BS transmits simultaneously to the RSs the
number N complies to the number of RSs per cell plus one. In
case the MS is associated to the pico BS the capacity CMS,x =
CPicoBS→MS,x equals only a third the capacity resulting from
SINReff according to Equ. (3) as only a third of the resources
of the pico BS are available in each of the three cells belonging
to a site. We assume that the pico BS has available in total the
same amount of radio resources per frame as the RSs and our
assumption about symmetry w.r.t. resource re-use within and
across cells holds. We validate this assumption in Section VI,
see below.

To calculate the capacities CBS→MS , CPicoBS→MS ,
CBS→RS and CRS→MS it is first determined, which phase
of the MAC (Figure 2) model is active. Knowing the type
and number of stations that are concurrently transmitting,
the SINR can be calculated at the respective receiving MS
taking the actual parameters of the channel model into account.
The SINR value is then mapped to a throughput value using
Equ. 3. The CSE is calculated from CRF by normalizing to
the 10 MHz bandwidth of the channel. We assume the MS to
associate to the station it receives the strongest SINR from.

C. Simulated Annealing for Capacity Maximization

We aim to find the nearly optimal positions for RSs and the
nearly optimal antenna heights for RSs and pico BSs within
cells. A complete search for all possible combinations appears
impossible to perform. Hence, we use simulated annealing
as a heuristic to find the nearly optimal solutions. Monte-
Carlo simulation is applied to average the results gained by
the simulated annealing process. For a given scenario we use
different seeds for the random number generator resulting in
different conditions in the same scenario. Thereby, confidence
levels for the nearly optimal positions of RSs and the antenna
heights are determined. The cost function that we aim to
maximize is the mean cell capacity, considering mean path
loss and inter-cell interference without considering shadowing.

We apply the Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) algo-
rithm [21] to optimize the positions of RSs limited to the cell
area of the serving BS. At each iteration step we update the
position of one RS in the scenario. Thus, we optimize the
positions of all RSs, independently. We update the height of
all RSs and the pico BSs together once per iteration round in
a separate iteration step. We repeat the RS position and height



Fig. 4. Scenario setup with exemplary positions of the RSs

updates at each temperature of the algorithm for a certain
number of iterations and limit the total number of iterations per
seed. The resulting set of RS positions and height is one input
value to the Monte-Carlo simulation. We use J = 20 seeds of
the random number generator for each scenario leading to 20
input values for the Monte-Carlo simulation.

V. SCENARIO

The scenario studied is shown in Figure 4. It is based on
the UMa scenario described in [15]. Hence, the Inter Site
Distance (ISD) between BSs is 500 m and the height of the
BS antennas is 25 m. For the RSs and the pico BSs we allow
heights between 3 m and 15 m. The carrier frequency is 2 GHz.
The transmit power at the BSs amounts to 47 dBm (50 W)
considering feeder loss and 30 dBm (1 W) at the RSs and the
pico BSs, in a channel bandwidth of 10 MHz. We assume that
the RSs are properly placed so that there is a LoS path between
RS and its serving BS site and NLoS condition to all other BS
sites. The grid spacing for positioning MSs is 13.3 m resulting
in about N = 400 intersections per cell where each an MS is
placed.

Only the grey colored center cells shown in Figure 4 are
evaluated to assure that the inter-site interference is correctly
modeled, also at cell borders. The relative positions of the RSs
in the surrounding sites (cells) match the relative positions of
the RSs within the grey colored center cells. Results presented
in the next section are valid for a system fully loaded in DL.

VI. RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the J = 20 nearly optimal RS positions
(small grey-colored circles) found by the ASA algorithm for
three RSs per cell without pico BSs. The mean RS positions
are shown as black dots. The confidence intervals for the
mean RS positions are invisible as they are within the grey-
colored circles. The figure also shows a best server chart of
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Fig. 5. Nearly optimal positions and best server chart of mean SINRs for
three RSs per cell without pico BS

mean SINR for the mean RS positions. RSs operate noise-
limited. There are large areas around the RSs with SINR
higher than 20 dB successfully mitigating the problem of high
interference levels at the cell edge compared to cells without
RSs. However, near the cell center SINR drops below 0 dB
owing to the strong interference MSs suffer there resulting
from simultaneous operation of all three cells co-located at
the BS site and the non-ideal antenna patterns. It is clearly
visible that the center cell area would need improvement. It is
worth noting that the nearly optimum locations of RSs differ
much from what is shown in Figure 4 in that cell edges are
covered as schematically shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 6 we show a best server chart of the mean spectral
efficiency for the same scenario when mapping the SINR to
data rate according to Shannon, see Section IV-A2. The blue
colored area at the center of the site results from the bad
coverage of MSs located there. The RSs serve about 58 %
(95 % confidence level: +/- 0.4 pp) of the cell area. The nearly
optimal antenna height of the RSs appears to be about 5.28 m
(95 % confidence level: +/- 2.6 cm).

The best server chart of mean SINR in Figure 7 shows the
results for a scenario with pico BS. The area close to the
BS site is now fully covered by the pico BS. The circular
shape of its coverage area and the identical placement of RSs
compared to the scenario without pico BS indicate that the pico
BS operates noise-limited and does not impose any harmful
interference to the areas served by RSs. The CSE profits from
the reuse of radio resources assigned to RSs at the pico BS.
The RSs and the pico BS, together, serve about 69 % (95 %
confidence level: +/- 0.3 pp) of the cell area. This is an increase
of about 11 pp compared to the scenario without pico BS. The
nearly optimal antenna height of the RSs and the pico BS is
about 5.84 m (95 % confidence level: +/- 2.5 cm) and a little
higher than the nearly optimal height without pico BS.

Figure 8 shows the best server chart of the mean spectral
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Fig. 6. Best server chart of mean spectral efficiency for three RSs per cell
without pico BS
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Fig. 7. Nearly optimal positions and best server chart of SINRs for three
RSs per cell with pico BS

efficiency for the scenario with pico BS and confirms the afore-
mentioned findings. However, the mean spectral efficiency in
the pico BS cell does not reach values comparable to that areas
served by BS sector antenna boresight even if the SINR at that
locations is lower than that at locations served by the pico BS.
This results from the fact that only one third of all pico BS
radio resources are available per cell, thus reducing the mean
spectral efficiency to around 4 bit/sHz instead of around 12 bit/sHz

at areas served by antenna boresigth of the main BS sector
antennas. However, a considerable increase in mean spectral
efficiency compared to a deployment without pico BS is still
visible.

The bar graphs in Figure 9 show the CSE for both scenarios
discussed so far and provide a comparison to a scenario
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Fig. 8. Best server chart of mean spectral efficiency for three RSs per cell
with pico BS
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Fig. 9. CSE of a scenario with pico BS compared to scenarios without

without RSs and pico BSs. The pico BS increases CSE from
about 6.3 bit/sHz by 10 % to about 7.0 bit/sHz with 95 % confidence
levels shown. It is worth re-calling that we have calculated
our results assuming the highest possible MIMO gain, see
Equ. (3), and the Shannon capacity. In a real system, CSE for
all three scenarios would be somewhat lower, since we also
have neglected fast fading and frame overhead consumed for
signaling resource allocation. The simplifications mentioned
could be relaxed in our model increasing its complexity,
substantially. We believe that the relation of the CSE gained
for the three scenarios addressed in Figure 9, in principle,
would remain under more precise modeling.

Figure 10 shows the nearly optimal frame partitioning for
the periodic MAC frame of the three center cells of a site
discussed in the previous figures. Each cell of the site has
its own Base Station BS1, BS2, BS3. Roughly 35 % of the
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frame time the BSs transmit to MSs associated directly to
them, about 50 % of the frame time BSs transmit to their
associated RSs and about 15 % of the frame time the RSs
and the pico BS are active. As can be seen the pico BS and
the RSs that transmit simultaneously use the same amount of
radio resources validating the assumption on symmetric re-use
of radio resources made in Section IV-B.

Under RF scheduling all MSs experience the same through-
put capacity, independent of the number of hops that data
travel. Accordingly, the delay versus throughput relationship
is the same for all MSs. Prioritizing data with tight delay re-
quirements on the backhaul link will minimize delay incurred.

As mentioned in Section IV-A1 we do not model fast-fading
in our channel model. Fast-fading increases the variance of
SINR received by stations making SINR estimation much
harder and thus leading to lower CSE. In our model, we
assume ideal link adaptation that diminishes the effects of fast-
fading. Furthermore, we think that the relative gains through
RSs and pico BSs stay the same also with fast-fading modeled
as it affects BS and RS transmissions in a similar way.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduce a concept to improve the CSE in relay
enhanced cells with nearly optimally placed DF-RSs by means
of a pico BS co-located to the BS. The pico BS serves MSs
close to the BS site at times the RSs are transmitting. Both,
pico BS and RSs operate noise-limited. Thus, radio resource
can be efficiently reused at the center of the site. The CSE
gained with RSs only is increased by about 10 % to result in
a factor of two gain in CSE compared to a conventional three
cell site.
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